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1. JNTRODUCTION 
Let f be a continuous real-valued function on [0, -L co) and define 
:lf\~r : sup{! f(x)\: 0 < x < r) for r >O 
and 
ilfliz = sup{lf(x)l: 0 < Xl. 
For each nonnegative integer tz define -rr, to be the set of algebraic polynomials 
with real coefficients of degree not exceeding n. 
We investigate the following problem: For which functionsfe C[O, $ co) 
does there exist a number 9 > 1 and a sequence of polynomials {p,l)zzeru 
such that pn E 7, , n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and 
The complete answer to this problem is not yet known although many 
authors in recent years have investigated this. If there exists a q > 1 and a 
sequence of polynomials such that this happens for some f then we say f has 
geometric convergence. Thus we seek to classify all f E C[O, t-co) which 
have geometric convergence. 
The first result on this problem established that f(x) == ex has geometric 
convergence (see [4]). This result was extended to other functions in [6]. The 
first in-depth study was made by Meinardus et al. [7]. They obtained a 
necessary condition as weII as a sufficient condition for f to have geometric 
convergence. Since the appearance of [7], several researchers have suggested 
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that the necessary condition obtained in [7] may also be sufficient. In parti- 
cular, Roulier and Taylor [9] obtain a less restrictive sufficient condition and 
conjecture that the necessary condition in [7] is also sufficient. Blatt [I. 3J 
further weakens the hypotheses of the sufficient condition given in [7]. These 
results further suggested that the necessary condition in [7] might also be 
sufficient. 
In this paper ue obtain a new necessary condition for geometric conver- 
gence. This in turn, provides the machinery for constructing a counterexample 
to the above conjecture. That is. a function f is defined which fails to have 
geometric convergence, and yet f‘ satisfies the necessary condition obtained 
in [7]. In addition we obtain a new suficient condition that is essentialI> 
difi‘erent from those already known. This, in turn. \cill be used to generate 
new examples of function\ which ha\e geometric convergence but \\ith 
properties that are some% hat surprising. 
The details of the previous results and the termlnolog needed 10 under- 
stand these are presented in the next section. 
Other related results and ;I large bibliogaphq of such results appear in the 
survey paper 181. 
Let I 0 and s 1 be given, and let E(r. s) denote the unique ellipse 
in the complex plane with foci at .Y 0 and .V I‘ and semimajor and 
semiminor axes CI and h, respectively, with b,‘cr (\” 1 )I(s” I- I). IfJ’(z) il; 
any function analytic inside and on the boundary of E(r, s) define 
!2l,(S, S) maxi, f(z) : : in E(r. .v); 
The necessary condition obtained in [7J i> given in the folloccing theorem 
lim sup ( ‘(I ,f) (I:‘/),,) / 1’ ” PI/- 1. (2.1) 
II ./ 
Then, there cJ.ui,sts NII mtilvfi//um~ F(z) with by.\-) j(x) for all .Y 0. NIICI i;‘ 
is of ,$nitc order p. 111 addition, ,for ewry s I, thtw exist constmltc K 
K(s, y) ‘, 0. B &s, (1) 0. und r,, s,,(s, y ) 0 such that 
M,(r, s) K(l f’~~)” ,#iw ull r s,, (2.2) 
The sufficient condition in [7] is given by the following theorem 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let f (z) = C,“=, alizL be an entire function with a, > 0 and 
ak > 0 for all k > 1, If there exists real numbers A > 0, s > 1, t3 > 0, and 
r0 > 0 such that 
ll’rr(r, 4 G &If ilrY for all r > r(, 
then there exists a sequence of real polynomials {pJ~ZO with pfl E rn for each 
n > 0, and a real number q > sl/(lte) > I such that 
lim sup (il(l/fj - (I/p,j~l.jl”” = l/q .I’ 1 
n+m 
It is suggested in [7] that the hypotheses here are probably too strong. 
A more general theorem was given by Roulier and Taylor [9] and this was 
generalized further by Blatt in [I, 21. We give this latter theorem [2]. In order 
to do this, we need to introduce some additional notation. Let 
0 ,< x1 i: x2 < ” < .YL < cc 
with corresponding nonnegative integers PI ,..., pL be given. Define 
+4=;, v 1 
a, real, /I an entire transcendental function whose 
a zv zeros in [O, -1 a) are precisely at xi with order p, 
i -= I ,..., L, and lime,.. , h(x) == i x 
and 
II f 0, 11 has zeros at s, with order) 
. ! 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f E N and assume that for every s > I, there exist 
constants K(s) > 0, e(s) > 0, and r(s) > 0 such that 
MAr, sj < W)(llf!‘Js(s) for all r > r(s). (2.4) 
Further, assume that there exist entire functions fi ) fi E AT such that 
f=h+h, (2.5) 
fi has geometric convergence and there exists a real number 
r. > 0 such that fi is nondecreasing for r > rg , 
there exists B > 0 such thut fi(x) 2 -B for aN x > 0. 
there exist I/ > 0 and A > 0 such that fz(xj .< A[,f,(xj]” 
for all x >, ror 
there exists a sequence of positive integers (n,} for which 
I < nj+Jnj < p (p a$xed real number) and f g,)+“(x) sz 0 
,for all x > 0, ,j == I, 2 ,... . 
Then f has geometric convergence. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
0.8) 
(2.9) 
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3. A NEW NECESSARY CONDITIO\: AXD A COUNTEREXAMPLI' 
In the following theorem we show that if,f‘ has peometric convergence, 
then ,f cannot oscillate too badly as .Y approaches Y-1 
THE.OREM 3.1 Lrt f‘E C[O. T/V) .wfisjj. 
Ii111 ft.\-) 7. 
\ , 
13.1) 
(3.7) 
(3.5) 
Proqf. Assume that ,f does have geometric convergence. It fhllo\\s from 
0, 1.. ., and (I .I) that there exist q I, sequence jp,,],: ,) with I’,, ; z,, , II 
IV,, 0 such that tJ . h’,, implies 
( I ‘:r ) (1 ‘I’,,) , I ‘I”. 
NO% (3. I ) implies the existence of I.,, 0 such that 
.I(\‘) 1 for .\- I’,,. 
The combination of (3.3) and (3, IO) gives the existence of J,, 
.i J,, implies f(x-,) I. 
Furthermore, the combination of (3.4), (3.7), and (3.1 1) gives 
li,,, !(~~,1~~’ 
’ KS-, I) 
0. 
(3.10) 
0 such that 
(3.1 I) 
(J.17) 
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Choose J1 > Jo ((3.7) and (3.12)) so thatj > J1 implies 
(3.13) 
We may now use (3.11) and (3.13) to obtain forj > J1 
and 
It follows from (3.8) that there exists integer Jz > Jr such thatj > J, implies 
both 
and 
Note, furthermore, that if k 3 j > .I, then from (3.15) we have 
.f’(&i) 1 <- 
q’i 8 and 
.fh4 ,( 1 . 
qk ‘8 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
We now use (3.9), (3.14), and (3.16) to observe that for n 3 NO and 
That is, if J3 > max(J, , NJ then J3 < j < IZ implies 
In a similar fashion we can show that J3 d j < n implies 
1 I 1 
ALc%J ------~4fo~ PJCX2j-1) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that P,(X) + 0 if x ,, r,, and IZ > N, . It 
now follows from this, (3.17) and (3.18) that ljyll has a relative minimum on 
each of the intervals 
and a relative maximum on each of the intervals 
Thus 1 ,JI,, has at least 2(n J, 1) relative extrema on [rO . + KJ). But if we 
fix J, and take II large enough we see that I/p,, must have at least n relative 
extrema on [r,) , i a). But this implies that P,,‘(X) : 0 for at least tr distinct 
points. Hence. I?,,’ 0 and p,# is a constant for 17 sufficiently large. This is a 
contradiction sincef is not a constant. b 
We now use Theorem 3.1 to construct a function ,f’ which satisfies the 
necessary conditions obtained in Theorem 2.1 but which fails to have 
geometric convergence. 
EXAMPLE 3. I. Define the entire function 
and let,f be the restriction of F to the real line; 
We will show that j’satisfies both the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 and the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Thus f will be the counterexample alluded to in 
Section 1. 
Define the sequence is,:;_,, by 
Then we have 
fl,Yj) == .Y. -. 1 t for j even, 
= s, j 1 ~I- ,% for j odd. 
Clearly, this f and the sequence {x,]& satisfy (3.1)-(3.8). Thus ,f‘ does not 
have geometric convergence. 
Given s ::, I define 
P = :[I -I- gs + (I.,s))]. 
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Moreover, Fis of finite order. Hence,fsatisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 
but does not have geometric onvergence. 
4. A NEW SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for a function fto have 
geometric onvergence. It is essentially different from the results of Roulier 
and Taylor [9] and of Blatt [l, 21. In order to demonstrate this, an example 
based on this theorem is given; the example is not obtainable from any of the 
previously published results. 
THEOREM 4.1. LetfE C[O, -i Co) satisfy 
f(x) > 7 > 0 on [O, -t;mo), 
lim pa*’ f(x) = $-cc, 
there exist real-valuedfunctions h and g such that h and g are 
restrictions of entire firnctions and f ‘(x) = h2(x) + g”(x), 
there exist numbers A > 0, s > 1, 0 > 0 and r, > 0 such that 
Md?, $1 + W+-, s) < 4lf IMe ,for r 3 r0 . 
Then f has geometric convergence, and the q in (1.1) satisjes 
q ;3 $m+@) > 1. 
The proof of this theorem requires three preliminary lemmas. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
LEMMA 1. Let f, h, and g be as in hypotheses (4. I), (4.2), and (4.3) of 
Theorem 4.1. Then for each fixed r > 0 there is a sequence of polynomials 
{p2n);zo with pen E v2n , n = 0, l,... andfor which 
p&x) > 0 for all real x and n = 0, l,..., (4.5) 
andfor each s > 1 
(4.6) 
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P,nt?f: For each nonnegative integer II let II,, be the polynomial of best 
approximation from v,? on [0, 1.1 to g, and let P,, be the polynomial of best 
approximation from 7~, on [0, r] to I?. Define E,,(g) and E,(h) by 
and 
Define 
/h,(S) Il,,y.Y) -i r,Q) ! E,,,(j’) for II 0. l,.... (4.8) 
where E,,,(,f’) is the degree of best uniform approximation to f’ on [0, ~1 by 
Moreover. by a theorem 0fS.N. Bernstein 15, p. 911 ue have, for any s I. 
n 0. I.... 
(4.11) 
and 
A combination of (4.9) (4.10). and (4.1 I) together with the observation that 
and 
(M,,(r. .s))’ = M&r, s ). 
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gives 
This completes the proof of Lemma I. 
LEMMA 2. For each II = 0, I,.. . define the sets 
rn + =(p’%-,]p(x) >Oforazzx} 
and 
r?l ’ = (p f 7re 1 p’(x) 3 Ofor all xl. 
If r > 0 is given and iffg C[O, r] define 
Then if f has a continuous derivative on [0, r] we have 
~~+,Af) G rc,m ,fbr tz = 0, l)... . (4.12) 
The proof is a direct application of classical techniques and is consequently 
omitted. 
LEMMA 3. Let f and g be real-valued functions which are restrictions of 
entire jkctions and which satisfy: there are constants A > 0, B > 0, s > I, 
r, :, 0 for which 
M,(r, s) < Aj( for r > r0 . (4.13) 
Then either g is a polynomial or given any positive integer M there is a number 
Rn< :> 0 such that 
f(r) > rM for r > R, . (4.14) 
The proof of this lemma is an easy application of Liouville’s theorem. The 
details are omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The method of proof is essentially the same as 
that used in proving the sufficient condition for geometric convergence in 
Theorem 2.2. We may assume that f is not a polynomial, since the theorem 
is trivial in this case. 
For each r > 0 define (q&c, r)}z-o with qn E nTTn’ sothat 
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We know that this sequence of best restricted approximations exists for each 
r > 0. Now for each r define 
pn(x, r) == c/,(.x, r) -f E;.,.(j). ii 0, I,... 
This guarantees that 
and 
p,(.r, r) f(s) ; 7j _,’ 0 for all s in [O. r], 
pn(.x. r) _-_. f(r) is. q ; ,. 0 
(4.15) 
for all s r for II = 0, 1 ,._, 
Moreover, 
/ .f’ -~. pn(‘, r)l I’ . 2Eb,,.(f). II ~- 0. I,... (4.16) 
Now the fact that f is positive and increasing together with (4.15) gives 
Also, (4.16) and (4.15) give 
for 0 ‘; s = I’, II =~ 0, 1 . (4.18) 
But Lemmas 1 and 2 combine to give 
(4.19) 
Now let A, S, 0, r. be such that (4.4) holds and combine this with (4.18) and 
(4.19) to obtain 
But sincefis positive and increasing on [O, + x), this inequality implies that 
where B -= 16A/$(s ~- 1) does not depend on r. 
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Recall that we are working under the assumption thatfis not a polynomial. 
We now combine (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4) to obtain 
Mf@, $1 <i 4fw for r > r0 . 
But f’ is not a polynomial. Thus an application of Lemma 3 gives r, 3 r, 
for which r > rl implies 
f(r) >, r. 
Thus for r -> r, (4.20) becomes 
ii 
1 1 B!(r)* -- 
.f P2n+1(., r) IiT G SF- 
for r > r, (4.21) 
where # = 0 + 1. 
Now since lim,,, f(r) = + co we have N > 0 and r(n) > r1 for each 
n :> N such that 
f (r(n)) = .s’~/(~+~~. 
Note that lim,,, r(n) = t co. Now for each n > N set 
P27&ilW = Pm+1(X, fm). 
Then from (4.21) we have 
Bf(r(n))l = Bs~~~/(~+~) B zzr- 
Sn s” p/u+*L) 
for t1 > N, 
(4.22) 
and from (4.17) we have 
2 .___ 
,p/u+a, for x > r(n) and n > N. 
(4.23) 
A combination of (4.22) and (4.23) now gives 
for n >, N. (4.24) 
The proof is now completed by setting p,(x) = 1 for n < 2N + 1 and if 
n>2N+lset 
Pn = P2kCl if n = 2k + 1 or 2k + 2. m 
We now employ Theorem 4.1 in conjunction with Theorem 2.3 to obtain 
an example of a function f with geometric convergence which is not 
obtainable from the previous sufficient conditions. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 
and let 
f;(x) -- ie”“[2 + sin(2s) 1 cos(2x)] 
,/&s) 1’ -,I. 
Let f(s) =-. j;(x) -i- .fY(s). Note that 
and 
‘f,‘(.Y) (c.’ cos x)” 
j;‘(x) (’ ‘. 
It is easy to see thatf, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 with 
h(x) P' cos s and g(a) = 0. 
Hence, JI has geometric convergence. 
It is also easy to see thatJ’ ,I; - j’? satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.3. 
Hence, f has geometric convergence. 
Notice, however, that 
./ ‘(.Y) (c’ cos x)” (’ ’ 
will assume negative values for arbitrarily large .v. Thus there is no /’ for 
which,Jis increasing on [I., x). Functions with behavior similar to that 01 
thef’in Example 4. I (lim,( .~. , ,f(s) .~’ icl, ,f not increasing on [r. ,~ cl) for 
any r, and f has geometric convergence) are not readily obtained from any 
combination of theorems found in the literature prior to Theorem 4.1 of 
this paper. 
We end this section bvith a corollary IO Theorem 4.1 which sholbs that 
Theorem 4.1 is closely related to an approach suggested in a private commu- 
nication to the second author by Professor G. D. Taylor. 
COROLLARY. Suppose rhrrt .f is CI Jwsitirc rwl-o&cd jkction 011 [O. x) 
and is the restriction of an entire fk~tiotz, and thut lim, ~r~ f (s) : :- CI,. 
Assume furthermore, that rlwrc ix m7 entire jimction g(z) -~ x; ,, N,:’ .rrtch 
that 
and Uj is the conjugate oj’a, , and that there cIrc constants 
A ‘:- 0, N :-- 0, s > 1 and r. :i 0 
such that 
M,(r. .s) -1 A(ll.fll,.)” .fbr I’ I;> r0 . 
Then ,f has geomefric concergence. 
(4.26) 
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Proof. If one defines 
and 
M-4 z= P(gW + g(z)> 
then 
h,(z) == (1/2i)( g(z) - j(2)) 
j’(z) = h,2(2) + h,Q), 
and h, and I?, are real valued on [0, + CD). 
It is now easy to see that ?I, and h, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
Hence, by Theorem 4.1 S has geometric convergence. 
We remark that there are sufficient conditions in the literature for a function 
to satisfy (4.25) (cf. [3]). 
5. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Example 4. I shows that it is possible for a function with geometric conver- 
gence to oscillate somewhat. On the other hand, Theorem 3.1 shows that 
such functions cannot oscillate too much. 
It appears that the complete characterization of functionsf with geometric 
convergence will have to involve the rate of growth of 
where M,(r) =; iifi~T and q(r) = inf,,.:,,. If(x as well as the necessary 
conditions in Theorem 2.1. 
Another interesting question is whetherf has geometric convergence if it 
satisfies the necessary conditions in Theorem 2.1 and is increasing on 
[rl , L co) for some r1 23 r,, . 
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